
Computer Architecture Homework #5

Due:  3/30/12 (F)

Chapter 7:  Exercises:  22, 27, and the following problems: (You might want to refer to lecture 16 notes at: 

http://www.cs.uni.edu/~fienup/cs2420s12/lectures/lec16_questions.pdf  )

Extra Credit:  Exercise:  40

A)  Draw a timing diagram for a synchronous, memory-write operation with two wait states (memory not ready to

receive the data for two-clock cycles).  Clearly label:

� which device (CPU or Memory) puts a value on each line, and

� when the data is read off the Data lines

Clock

Address

Data

IO/memory

read/write

ready

T1                T2                   T3                T4                  T5                T6

B)  Draw a timing diagram for an asynchronous, memory-write operation.  Clearly label:

� which device (CPU or Memory) puts a value on each line, 

� when the data is read off the Data lines, and

� where delays for bus skew are occuring.

Address

Data

IO/memory

read/write

MSYN

SSYN



C)  Suppose we have an 8 disk RAID array with each disk having a 100 MB/sec data transfer rate.  Complete the

following table assuming none of the disks are faulty.  

RAID DP

(block-level double

parity)

RAID 5 (block-level

distributed parity)

RAID 3

(bit-interleaved

parity)

RAID 1

 (Mirroring with

large strips)

RAID 0

(no redundancy with

large strips)

Data Transfer Rate for a single

large READ

Maximum number of

concurrent, independent

WRITEs

Maximum number of

concurrent, independent

READs

RAID Level

D)   Suppose we have an 8 disk RAID array with each disk having a 100 MB/sec data transfer rate.  Complete the

following table assuming ONE of the disks is faulty.  

RAID DP

(block-level double

parity)

RAID 5 (block-level

distributed parity)

RAID 3

(bit-interleaved

parity)

RAID 1

 (Mirroring with

large strips)

RAID 0

(no redundancy with

large strips)

Data Transfer Rate for a single

large READ

Maximum number of

concurrent, independent

WRITEs

Maximum number of

concurrent, independent

READs

RAID Level



    



EXTRA CREDIT.  Exercise 40:


